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Introduction
The key to this decline has been that buyers
have continued to change faster than sellers –
and sales organizations haven’t kept up, with
the differences now being even starker than
they were in 2018.

In our previous Korn Ferry Buyer
Preferences Study, back in 2018,
we noted that seller performance
was declining. In fact, in the
five years preceding our study,
the number of sellers meeting
or exceeding their quotas had
dropped every year, to a low of
53% in 2018. Fast forward to today,
and this figure is very similar.

Today, as in 2018, buyers want sellers to
understand their business. Buyers also
still want sellers to offer insights and to
communicate effectively with them. But
now buyers also place a high price on sellers
demonstrating the value of their solutions.
It’s become a much higher priority
than previously.
The problem is that sellers often can’t get
in the door to describe this value to buyers.
That’s because even fewer buyers now
perceive sellers as go-to resources when
they’re facing a business challenge. In both
2018 and 2021, respondents ranked sellers next
to last out of 10 resources, behind industry
publications, vendor websites, and web
searches, as a resource that buyers
would consult.

Even when sellers do have an opportunity
to engage buyers in conversation, sellers fall
well short. Fewer buyers now than in 2018
believe that sellers meet their expectations —
much less exceed their expectations. And this
year, an even smaller number of buyers found
value in discussions with sellers. Worse still is
that six times more respondents said that they
believe that conversations with sellers offer
no value at all.

All of these results tell us two things: buyers
are hard to please, and sellers are failing
to prove their value. That means sales
organizations need to take transformational
steps to improve how their sellers approach
buyers, differentiate themselves from the
competition, and demonstrate their value.
Let’s take a closer look at the reasons behind
the growing gap between buyers and sellers.
Then we’ll recommend practical ways that
sales organizations can start to overcome
this gap.
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Study
demographics

SURVEY PARTICIPANTS
BY REGION

EMEA

OTHER

$251M - $1B

APAC

NORTH
AMERICA

22%

We analyzed the data collected from
261 participants for our 2021 B2B Buyer
Preferences Study. The target participants
for this year’s survey were individuals
working for medium to large enterprises
(more than $250M in annual revenue)
who were directly responsible for making
purchase decisions of $10,000 or more.
Only 3% of the study participants worked
in purchasing.

SURVEY PARTICIPANTS
BY INDUSTRY

SURVEY PARTICIPANTS BY
COMPANY REVENUE

>$5B

43%

35%

19%

$1B - $5B

17%

49%
SERVICE

32%

7%

32%

TECHNOLOGY

43%
MANUFACTURING

CHIEF
EXECUTIVE
OFFICER
> $200,000

As with the 2018 study, we gathered
participants from multiple geographies
and industries. The following charts
provide a detailed breakdown of the
study demographics.

18%

$10,000 $50,000

21%

FRONTLINE
SUPERVISOR

1%
18%

41%

MANAGER

26%

$50,000 $200,000

38%

PARTICIPANT’S PURCHASE
AUTHORITY RANGE

VICE PRESIDENT/
SENIOR VICE
PRESIDENT

36%
DIRECTOR

SURVEY PARTICIPANTS
BY ROLE
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COVID-19 has

transformed the buying cycle

HOW LONG IS THE
BUYING CYCLE?
Length of buying cycle for large
purchases vs before COVID-19

We asked study participants a series of questions about how they
navigated through their buying process, particularly as it relates to any
impact the COVID-19 pandemic may have presented.
For many companies, the buying cycle has
gotten longer, as we can see in the graph
to the right. In this year’s survey, 60% of
participants reported that their organizations
are giving additional scrutiny to buying items
budgeted during COVID-19.
We also explored the buying differences
between conducting more business with an
existing vendor versus buying from a new
vendor. Having established relationships is a
key advantage for sellers in the buying cycle.
To quantify this, 65% of study participants
were able to complete the buying cycle in
three months or less with existing vendors.
This percentage fell to 36% when dealing
with a new vendor.
Regarding the buying process itself, 32% of
study participants reported they had seen
significant changes in their buying process,

43% reported experiencing some changes, and
25% stated they’d had minimal or no changes.
Where there has been a shock to the economy
and/or business climate, there can be a
shift in the number of stakeholders who are
involved in approving large purchases. Across
study participants, we saw an average of 6.2
decision-makers taking part in current buying
cycles. When asked how that compared to
before COVID-19, 20% shared that the number
of people involved had increased, while 57%
reported the number remained the same, and
23% stated the number of decision-makers
was lower.
With further analysis into the buying process,
the main factor impacting buyer and seller
engagement was the dramatic shift to
operating in a digital world.

57%
52%
44%

New vendor
/ supplier
Existing vendor
/ supplier

35%

4%

LONGER

THE SAME

8%

SHORTER
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3%

LONGER

THE SAME

8%

Understanding

SHORTER

HOW GOOD ARE
SALESPEOPLE AT
VIRTUAL SELLING?

the shift to virtual buying

Virtual selling practices
assessment

COVID-19 forced sellers to adopt virtual selling strategies for every
phase of the buying journey, from needs assessment through closing.

Salespeople are effective at
communicating empathy during
virtual presentations
Salespeople are effective at handling
adversity that is specific to virtual calls
Salespeople have been initiating
engagement in an empathetic manner
with me during COVID

32%

42%

27%

30%

45%

25%

23%

Salespeople demonstrate effective
facilitation skills during virtual meetings

21%

Salespeople are effective at
selling in a virtual environment

21%

Salespeople are effective at structuring
meetings in a virtual environment
Salespeople “present professionally”
during virtual calls and meetings

41%
50%
46%

18%
13%
Disagree

36%

33%

51%

31%

51%
Neutral or
somewhat agree

29%

37%
Agree

When asked to assess the permanence of the
changes to the buying process made because
Past experience with vendor
of COVID-19,
22% of respondents said those
Subject matter experts from
industry
or third
parties
changes were
likely
permanent,
39% felt they
Industry/professional online
wouldcommunities/social
keep most changes
in place but revert
networks
Industry
on some, 32%
saidevents/trade
they would keep some
shows/conferences
changes butBusiness
revert or
most,
and the final 7% said
industry
media
changespublications/trade
were temporary.
Peers/colleagues

The challenges of selling virtually, combined
with longer buying cycles and changes in the
44%
buying process, mean that sellers have a more
41%to making the sale.
difficult path than ever
Complicating 36%
this further is that buyers don’t
see sellers32%
as a valuable resource.

31%

28%
Just
33% of
salespeople
are effective at
selling in a virtual
environment.

We then asked study participants to rate seller
Vendor websites
28%
effectiveness in terms of leveraging virtual
Web
searches We had mixed
27%
selling tactics and
strategies.
feelings as we
reviewed
these metrics. If virtual 22%
Vendor
salespeople
engagement
between
buyers and sellers is
Local or national
professional
11%
trade associations
here to stay, then
the need for sellers to excel
at this type of engagement must become the
norm versus the exception.
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3%

8%

Buyers don’t view
LONGER

THE SAME

SHORTER

sellers as a valuable resource

WHERE DO
BUYERS LOOK
FOR ANSWERS?

The two key motivators that drive B2B companies to start the buying
process are to achieve gain or to remove the pain associated with some
aspect of their business. Having decided to begin a new buying cycle,
a logical first step is to start to understand what a “better” solution
Salespeople
are effective
at
might look
like and
what the path to getting there might entail.
communicating empathy during
32%
42%
27%
virtual presentations

So, an initial focus of our survey was

Salespeople are effective at handling
30%
identifying
the
resources
turn to
dversity that
is specific to
virtual
calls that buyers

for information
and insights into how to solve
Salespeople
have been initiating
engagement
in
an
empathetic
manner
business problems.
23%
with me during COVID

Topping
the list effective
of resources is buyers turning
Salespeople
demonstrate
cilitation skills
duringown
virtual
meetings on how21%
to their
experience
they’ve dealt
with similar
in the
Salespeople
areissues
effective
at past. This cuts both
21% turned
selling
in afor
virtual
environment
ways
sellers.
First, if buyers haven’t
to sellers in the past, they are less likely to in

alespeople are effective at structuring
theinfuture.
for sellers who18%
meet or exceed
meetings
a virtualBut,
environment

knowledgeable third parties high as resources.
45%
25% industry and
Compared
to our 2018 results,
professional communities and social networks
are taking
41% on an increasingly
36% important role, as
36% of respondents noted compared to 30%
in 2018.50%
The results also29%
showed that vendor
websites continue to decline as a potential
resource,
of respondents citing
46%with only 28%33%
them compared to 35% in 2018.

Problematically,
buyers continue
to rate sellers
51%
31%
next to last in the resource hierarchy, with
a buyer’s expectations, and thus become part
Salespeople “present professionally”
no change
of
the
buyer’s
trusted
experience,
there
can
13%
51% since 2018. While
37% much has been
during virtual calls and meetings
said over the past few years about the need
be tremendous ROI in terms of future
Disagree
Neutral or to understand
Agree
the customer’s journey and
selling opportunities.
somewhat agree
aligning the sales process to support that
But what if this is the first time a buyer has
objective, the data shows that sellers haven’t
tried to address a given business problem?
made any progress in convincing buyers to
As in 2018, buyers confronting novel issues
view them as a valuable resource.
continue to rate subject-matter experts and

Preferred resources used
to solve business problems

44%

Past experience with vendor
Subject matter experts from
industry or third parties
Industry/professional online
communities/social networks
Industry events/trade
shows/conferences
Business or industry
publications/trade media

41%
36%
32%
31%

Peers/colleagues

28%

Vendor websites

28%
27%

Web searches

22%

Vendor salespeople
Local or national professional
trade associations

11%
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Buyers prefer

to engage sellers late
in the sales process —
and it’s gotten worse
IDENTIFY &
CLARIFY NEEDS

IDENTIFY
SOLUTIONS

EVALUATE
SOLUTIONS

RESOLVE
CONCERNS

21%

22%

20%

17%

NEGOTIATE IMPLEMENT

10%

10%

OVER 79% WAIT UNTIL AFTER THEY HAVE FULLY DEFINED NEEDS

OVER HALF 57% IDENTIFY SOLUTIONS FIRST
37% PREFER ONLY TO LOCK DOWN THE DETAILS

WHEN DO BUYERS
ENGAGE SELLERS?
Typical point of first engagement with
salesperson during buying process

Today, buyers are completing some, if not all, of their buying
process before they engage sellers.
The earlier in the buying cycle that sellers
get involved, the more they can influence
the shape and scale of the solution.
Ideally, sellers would be involved when buyers
are analyzing their needs or identifying
possible solutions. But only 43% of buyers
reported engaging sellers during these phases
— a significant decline from 2018, when 56%
of buyers engaged sellers in these phases
(30% for clarifying needs and 26% for
identifying solutions).

resolved outstanding questions on their own.
Only when buyers want to negotiate deal
terms and conditions, or more concerning,
want to implement the solution after choosing
it, do they finally decide to engage with sellers.
Troublingly, the number of buyers who wait
until these later stages is double the 10%
reported in 2018.
Fortunately, some buyers do remain willing to
engage earlier if the circumstances are right,
which we’ll cover shortly.

Even later in the buying process, buyers remain
reluctant to engage sellers. One in five study
participants finished evaluating solutions and
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75%

of buyers
are open to
engaging
earlier, if the
circumstances
are right.

IF THE
CHALLENGE IS
COMPLEX

13%
IF THE CHALLENGE
INCLUDES A LOT
OF RISKS FOR THE
ORGANIZATION

25%

YES, IF THE
CHALLENGE IS
NEW FOR ME

27%

10%

25%

NONE

IF THE CHALLENGE
INCLUDES A LOT OF
RISKS FOR MYSELF

WHEN WILL
BUYERS ENGAGE
SELLERS EARLIER?
Factors supporting
earlier
FACTORS SUPPORTING EARLIER
engagementENGAGEMENT
with salespeople
WITH SALESPEOPLE

Buyers with

new, risky, or complex deals
will engage sellers earlier
27%

26%

24%

We asked study participants whether anything would motivate
21 %
them to involve sellers earlier in their20%
buying20%
process.
18%

17%
A quarter of buyers
answered no to this
question, up substantially from 9% of
14%
respondents in 2018. This leaves
13% 75% of
buyers who were open to inviting sellers
to start a dialogue earlier in the right
circumstances. The right circumstances
are when the buyer is facing new, risky,
or complex initiatives.

(27%) risk. In either case, if a seller can show
the buyer that they can mitigate or eliminate
risk, the odds of buyers engaging them early
increased substantially.

Complex: Buyers understand that to
successfully implement the solution, they’ll
need the support of other people or functional
areas within their firm. Therefore, they’re open
to working with sellers earlier in the process
New: A quarter of respondents said they’d
if they view them as potential change agents
engage sellers sooner if the initiative were
who can VALUE-DRIVEN,
help them build ANALYTICAL,
consensus to support
new to them.
Buyers
are
open
to
working
RISK-TAKING,
RISK-AVERSE,
SKEPTICAL
INNOVATIONBRAND-FOCUSED
FACT-BASED,
PROCESSthe initiative
among other
key stakeholders
with sellers ifORIENTED
they perceive that they can
DETAIL-ORIENTED
ORIENTED
who will be involved in the decision-making
educate them on the strengths, weaknesses,
and implementation
processes.
opportunities,
threats style
associated with Company decision-making
Buyerand
decision-making
style
what they are trying to accomplish.
Each of these represents an opportunity
for earlier engagement, if sellers can
Risky: More than a third (37%) of respondents
demonstrate competencies beyond
noted risk as a key factor, differentiating
pure product knowledge.
between personal (10%) and organizational

BUYER AND COMPANY
DECISION-MAKING STYLES
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27%

n SMEs as needed

ated all the buyers
organization team

25%
Did not understand me
or my business

Getting to yes

in the new buying journey
Slow to respond to my requests
Focused narrowly on price

HOW DO BUYERS
MAKE DECISIONS?
Buyer and company
decision-making styles

%

NGE
T OF
SELF

10%

Decision-making styles vary
widely
at both the important 26%
Ranked
as important/extremely
individual and company levels. Also, individual
buyers may be more likely to take risks, but they
need to then
convince
the company that those
YES, IF
THE
CHALLENGE IS
risks are manageable.
NEW FOR ME
25%

The survey next explored the key factors that
drive a decision to move forward with a B2B
purchase. The data exposed the complexities
that
sellers face in attempting to accurately
25%
NONE
assess what factors will be key to a given
purchase. Seeing pricing as a secondary issue
sets the stage for sellers to look at what other
decision criteria they can focus on (besides
discounting) to close a deal.

ORS SUPPORTING EARLIER
EMENT WITH SALESPEOPLE

Sales experience

36%

Proof sources

36%
33%

Resources

RISK-TAKING,
INNOVATIONORIENTED

RISK-AVERSE,
BRAND-FOCUSED

20%

21 %

Buyer decision-making style

31%
30%
18%

WHAT DRIVES A DECISION
TO MOVE FORWARDS?
FACTORS IMPACTING
Factors influencing
LARGE PURCHASE DECISIONS

large
purchasing decisions

14%

SKEPTICAL

32%

Ranked as important/extremely important

18%

13%

Consensus

Other

24%

17%

32%

Relationship value

27%

20%

Price

Uniqueness

NEGATIVE

13%

41%

Solution value

Not able to explain solution in
a way that was relevant to me

HE
E IS
EX

43%

Ease of use

Was not supportive
after the sale

versus at
the value
I would
get
Looking
what
it takes
to
Wasted time by asking questions that could
convince
buyers
move
forward
have been
researchedto
online
ahead of
time
Unable to personally add value
with to
purchases,
the survey explored
the sales process
the decision-making
style from
Took a win-lose approach to negotiating
two perspectives:
Had limited interactionsthe
with buyer and
others in my organization
the company.

49%

Features/benefits

Talked too much, did
not seem to listen

VALUE-DRIVEN,
PROCESSORIENTED

ANALYTICAL,
FACT-BASED,
DETAIL-ORIENTED

Company decision-making style
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POSITIVE
Understood my business,
my situation and my needs

The final two items in the survey that could
impact the outcome of a deal were linked
directly to sales behaviors.
First, we asked buyers what actions sellers take
that they find most useful in their evaluation
and decision-making processes. Buyers cited
behaviors that go beyond the product. They tie
back to the same factors that motivate buyers
to invite sellers into the buying process earlier
than they are doing today.
Buyers also identified seller behaviors that
can negatively impact their decision-making
process. Half of buyers noted that the top failure
among sellers is the failure to understand the
buyer or their business. This shortcoming makes
it difficult for sellers to appear as subject-matter
experts and clarifies why buyers often feel that
sellers offer little value.
Combined, these two lists show that how sellers
sell to and engage with buyers influences sales
success. They also highlight the value of moving
away from traditional selling skills, such as
telling and persuading, to more EQ-based skills,
such as collaborating and co-creating.

55%
40%

Demonstrated the ROI or value

WHAT ARE THE TOP
10 DEAL-MAKERS
AND DEAL-BREAKERS?

Actively listened to me

39%

Provided expertise & perspective

39%

Helped me think through
how to use solution

Salesperson behaviors that impact
the decision to buy.

33%

Configured a creative
and compelling solution

32%

Asked insightful questions
to clarify my situation/needs

30%

Resolved any concerns
in a collaborative way

29%

Demonstrated empathy towards me

27%

Brought in SMEs as needed

27%

Navigated all the buyers
in my organization team

25%
Did not understand me
or my business

50%
38%

Talked too much, did
not seem to listen

38%

Was not supportive
after the sale

31%

Not able to explain solution in
a way that was relevant to me

31%

Slow to respond to my requests
Focused narrowly on price
versus the value I would get

27%
25%

Wasted time by asking questions that could
have been researched online ahead of time

25%

Unable to personally add value
to the sales process

22%

Took a win-lose approach to negotiating

22%

Had limited interactions with
others in my organization

NEGATIVE
Ranked as important/extremely important
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Going forward:
Four questions
The results of our 2021 Buyer Preferences Study reveal that a
fundamental shift in buyer and seller engagement has occurred —
and we aren’t done with the changes yet.
Many people toss around the term “the new
normal” when describing the after-effects of
the COVID-19 pandemic. But, for many sales
organizations, few things are normal about the
transformation necessary to adapt their sales
methods to how customers buy. One executive
described where we are today as “the new
new,” explaining that to successfully sell at
the speed of change, we need to be open to
challenging many of the commonly accepted
opinions that we’ve associated with sales
for decades.

In light of this
observation, we
suggest that sales
organizations consider
the following
four questions.
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Q1
Are you actively showing up where
your buyers are buying?
The majority (57%) of survey participants said that their preferred
buying approach was to analyze their initial needs and identify
possible solutions before involving a sales professional. Buyers
are educating themselves, developing opinions, and formulating
strategies for how to achieve their goals on their own. The more time
that passes before buyers share their ideas with sellers, the more
likely that buyer opinions will become chiseled in stone.
Even though buyers don’t look to sellers early in their buying journey,
buyers do consult a variety of other resources, such as online
communities, social networks, industry events, and publications.
What is your organization doing to leverage these resources to
deliver your message earlier in the buying process? Here is how you
can get more involved:
•
•
•
•

Participate actively in social media and online communities. Share
thought leadership and research trends regularly online.
Publicize your company’s wins, positioning yourself as a leader in
your marketplace.

Q2
Are you in a position to effectively sell
at the speed of change as the buying
process continues to evolve?
The rate of change in buying and selling over the last year has been
staggering. Many sales organizations deserve credit for weathering
the storm as well as they did. But, while signs of hope are emerging
and the market seems to be on the upswing, now is not time to
become complacent about change.
We don’t foresee an end to the changes that have disrupted
the buying cycle and thus how we sell. For example, we expect
companies like Amazon, Alibaba, and eBay to increasingly penetrate
the B2B space. They could easily shift the relationship between
buyers and sellers in much the same way that Uber, Lyft, and Airbnb
transformed the transportation and travel industries.
To respond to the unknown, sales leaders need to prepare their
organizations for the uncertainty of what’s next. That means they
need to take a deep dive into their sales processes, align their
processes with changes to the customer journey, and ensure they
have the talent they need for the future of selling.

Ask existing clients for quotes and case studies highlighting their
experiences with your solutions.
Ensure your long-term clients are referring you to others they
know in your market.

Your sales organization should be taking steps like these to actively
raise the profile of your sellers and elevate them to the level of
subject-matter experts in your market.
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Q3
Do you know what value will look like
to your customers in 3 to 5 years?
As product life cycles continue to shrink, companies will have a
harder time maintaining a competitive edge based on what they
sell. In the B2B world, re-examining our understanding of what
customers value is of paramount importance.
Our research explored some factors that buyers considered of
value to them. They mentioned considerations beyond the product,
including educating buyers about a new challenge, mitigating or
eliminating risk, and being a partner in consensus-building.
The key is for sales organizations as a whole to deliver value to
buyers regularly. Offering your buyers value should be an enterprise
responsibility. For example:
•

•

Your development team can add value to your customers’
development teams by sharing intellectual property,
marketplace research, or product development roadmaps.
Your finance team can add value by offering value-based pricing,
individualized payment terms, or economic forecast models.

Q4
Do you have the team in place to
be successful now and in the future
world of selling and buying?
Overlooked in all of this change is the human element. If buying,
selling, and value are all changing, shouldn’t the profile of the person
who will be successful at selling also change? What traits do sellers
need to not only win deals but also build lasting relationships?
For example, historically, persuasion has often been noted as a
behavioral trait that good sellers need to have. But going forward,
traits such as the ability to collaborate and co-create may be factors
that lead to sales success. Certain aspects of what we do are flexible,
while others are less so.
As the role of sales changes, potentially dramatically, over the next
few years, some sellers will easily make that change, some will find
they cannot, and others will find they don’t want to. Sales leaders
need to consider the impact of that now and begin developing
strategies to replace those people who can’t (skill) or don’t want
to (will) change, over time, so they aren’t blindsided by a surprising
rise in involuntary and voluntary turnover down the road.

The options are endless. There may be no better time than now to
challenge the ideas that contributed to your present success to see
whether they have a place in the future as well. If the answer is no,
replace them with something better.
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What’s next

for sales organizations?

As sales leaders consider the findings of this report and apply them
to their own organization, they’ll likely find many opportunities for
improvement. But perhaps the most straightforward remedy to the
buyer-seller gap is for sellers to look for ways to engage buyers
earlier in the buying journey. And the easiest way for sellers to
break through buyer apathy and engage earlier is to start
exceeding buyers’ expectations.
When sellers exceed expectations, they begin
to look different from their competition. This
differentiation is likely enough to prompt
buyers to start viewing sellers as a resource for
solving their business challenges — even when
these challenges aren’t new, risky, or complex.
Exceeding expectations isn’t too difficult, but
it requires sellers to invest time in learning
more about their buyers. When sellers take the
time to understand their buyer’s business, they
can ask more informed questions. The more
informed sellers are, the more quickly they

can comprehend their buyer’s challenge
and start offering perspective — knowledge
or insight that helps customers better
understand their challenge.
Perspective offers another benefit too:
it positions sellers as problem solvers and
industry experts that add value in every
interaction. That value is what buyers want
— and it’s what moves deals forward.

Check your ability to exceed buyer expectations
through content and insights. Benchmark your
approach against 1,000 sales leaders to find out
where you’re strong and where you have gaps.
BENCHMARK YOUR
APPROACH

Learn how Korn Ferry’s sales effectiveness
solutions can improve team performance and
accelerate your revenue growth..

CONTACT US

© 2021 Korn Ferry. All rights reserved
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About Korn Ferry
Korn Ferry is a global organizational consulting
firm. We work with our clients to design optimal
organization structures, roles, and responsibilities.
We help them hire the right people and advise them
on how to reward and motivate their workforce
while developing professionals as they navigate and
advance their careers.
Visit kornferry.com for more information.

